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deadmau5 in the Hau5 for Vancouver Concert
Juno-winner deadmau5 to play all-ages music event
at UBC’s Thunderbird Arena
Vancouver, BC (September 8, 2009) - Blueprint Events is thrilled to announce deadmau5 live Friday,
October 2 at the Thunderbird arena for an all-ages concert. The hottest electronic artist on Canada’s music
scene, and one of the world’s most in-demand acts, deadmau5 totes an extensive list of accolades that
rivals only his exceptionally loyal and massive fan-following. The last three deadmau5 shows have all sold
out, and the Vancouver concert takes place 11 days after the highly anticipated release of his brand new
mix album, “For Lack Of A Better Name,” is launched.
deadmau5 reigns at the forefront of the electronic music scene in Canada and around the world. His live
performances incorporate a laptop, a touch-screen Lemur and a mass of other cutting edge technologies
while the artist wears one of his famous oversized foam mau5 heads complete with blinking LED eyes.
deadmau5’s ability to recreate his studio sounds in a live atmosphere, combined with his showman savvy,
creates an experience that is truly electrifying.
“Vancouver will be treated to a world-class act that has gained international standing,” says Alvaro Prol of
Blueprint Events. “deadmau5 has scored top billing on Billboard magazine's Hot Dance Airplay chart, been
nominated for a Grammy in the Best Remixed Recording category and claimed two Juno Awards, including
2009 Dance Recording of the Year for “Random Album Title.”
In 2007 and 2008, no dance producer in the world sold more digital singles than Canada's wonderkid
known globally for creating music that transcends the charts. In a world of ever-evolving sounds, deadmau5
is constantly at the precipice of the global music scene; his signature style flawlessly blends all genres and
appeals to every age. In true dreadmau5 style this is the first concert to take place at the newly-built 2010
Olympic venue, UBC’s Thunderbird Arena.
deadmau5’s live concert is one of today’s most anticipated music tours, and is not to be missed.
For tickets to Deadmau5 (with opening acts Timeline, and Burns UK) visit www.ticketmaster.com

-30About deadmau5: www.deadmau5.com
deadmau5 (pronounced "dead mouse"), whose real name is Joel Zimmerman, is a progressive house and electro house
producer from Toronto, Canada. In the USA, Deadmau5's collaboration with Kaskade, "Move for Me," reached #1 on Billboard
magazine's Hot Dance Airplay chart in its Sept 6, 2008 issue. In 2009, he was nominated for Grammy Best Remixed
Recording, Non-Classical "The Longest Road" (Deadmau5 Remix); and was awarded Juno 2009 Dance Recording of the Year
for "Random Album Title."
About Blueprint Events: www.blueprintevents.ca
Blueprint Events has established itself in its 12-year history as the leader of Vancouver club night promotions, and as a
producer of award-winning electronica events. With its deep reach in the electronic music community, Blueprint Events
continuously presents emerging talent and global stars to packed house after packed house. Best Electronic Promoter’
2007/2008/2009; ‘Best Electronic Club Night’ 2008/ 2009 (Stereotype).

